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foreword

C. Anzio Jacobs

It has been a great privilege to work on this edition of QR. Love sucks has become a staple in February for
many publications as a theme. So in queering the conversation on love, this edition has brought together a
cohort of resident writers for 2018, they will be featured throughout the year and lend their perspectives on
love - don’t worry you’re still invited to contribute. They are from a myriad of backgrounds and vocations, all
are as passionate about QR as we are, that’s why including them has been an act radical queer love.
Thenjiwe Mswane does something that this publication has been yearning for, challenging others to read in
indigenous languages too, unapologetically black and queer. If you don’t understand, take the time to try and
find out, and write to us if you can’t. Keketso Motjuwadi offers a fun, sassy take in this edition and has done
so in previous editions too. J. J. Thompson is a poet and writer and has graciously agreed to contribute
different kinds of text for each QR edition. It is a great honour to have Jalynn Harris join our resident writers
all the way from Baltimore, their queer perspective imbued with undertones of gender experiences and
passion for race is going to be an interesting view to add to each edition. Zanta Nkumane told me he wrote
something else for this edition and then rewrote his piece. His honesty and commitment to contributing to QR
has truly been refreshing. Revaan Raghununan got in touch with us and really just wanted to get involved, he
is interested in youth, personal development and media – definitely a few laughs along the way. Jani van den
Berg entered QR through the most titillating cartoon series ever, their queer identity paired with a great sense
of humour offers the Love Sucks edition ¬– Me, having casual sex. Gen & Haley well, they are cute and spicy.
Finally a huge thank you to Rumain Akoob who will be helping out with the proof reading of each edition,
without contributors and volunteers it would be near impossible to grow QR and broaden its reach. Finally,
because of the massive interest, QR is finally available online (www.gala.co.za) – you can find the old editions
under projects and programmes – GALA YOUth. Be sure to keep an eye on the online space in March as QR
launches the online edition. We cannot thank you enough for your love and support, if you would like to
contribute please feel free to get in touch.
Queerly Yours
C. Anzio Jacobs
@imjoesir
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Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the official policy or position of GALA or any of it's affiliates.

The seven stages of my lesbian
break up – when love sucks
Thenjiwe Mswane - Resident Writer

1.
A girl I once loved had knives stuck at the back of her
throat.
With her every laugh.
The knives flew at me, cutting out sylables in my tongue.
I knew then, after every enounciation could no longer find
voice that it wasn’t love.
I found no words to tell her.
2.
I swallowed my tongue, trying to fill the parts that were left
empty
Kuphele amazwi, ngididwa imicabango
Kuthi ngingamemeza,
Fassie akumemezeki
Impela ngeke kwasiza ngalutho
It passed down my oesophegus,
Missing the part, it was meant to fill.
My tongue is being digested by juices, passing through
colons.
I’m shitting my words.
The parts are still empty.
3.
Kulama gumbi amane.
I watched the four corners of this cocoon I called home
collapse,
Thuma mina.
You’ll slip through the cracks,
Kulezizwe zonke.
Your name will fall off my mouth like slipping waters
Thuma mina,
Please remain my unfinished poem.

5.
Kube, ngabe.
Washo umbhali, ngacabanga.
Ukube? Mhlawumbe ngabe kwaba njani?
Ukube ngacela uxolo?
Ngixolole, imicabango ibibhidene.
Ukube angizange, ngwana wamoSotho kopa tshwarelo.
Ukube ngalinda, njengamabus ePark Station.
Ukube ngabuza, njengomhambi elahleka.
Ukube, mhlawumbe ngabe.
Kepha, angizange.
Sekunjena mtwanomuntu sale usungikhulula.
Izintaba zokahlamba ziyangibiza, uyabuza umzali mtanami
ubuya nini likugwinyile na igoli?
Mhlawumbe, ukube ngabe. Kepha,
Ngikhulule
6.
Someone should have told me that one day, my body
would forget how to miss yours.
I would have cried less that day
Like that day you forgot to:
check-up,
touch base,
check in.
It feels like my soul forgot to touch base with yours.
For too long.
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4.
Some days, peace does not come with trumpets and
saxophones parading itself into my life.

Sometimes is came like thieves in the night,
On the morning when I woke up and didn’t think of you.
On the evening when I laughed like you hadn’t left.
There were no floods of tears to welcome this peace.
No long night prayers, even the dairy entries had stopped.
One day, I woke up and forgot how to miss you.

You suck, and so do I
Keketso Motjuwadi - Resident Writer

Humanity has been fascinated, obsessed and intrigued with the idea of magical and
supernatural forces since recorded history, probably even before then. Magic has been used as
an explanation for the rising of the sun and for the stars in the night sky. Supernatural beings capable of wielding magic
have been the source of extreme weather events, the change of the seasons, crop failure and wine production (the wine
belief I can understand. Wine is fantastic). Over time and with the evolution of humanity's understanding of science, the
belief in magical forces as the cause of such events has been debunked and our belief in the supernatural has dwindled. It
has not however completely disappeared and I wonder why that is. I wonder if that is because try as we might to not
believe in it, magic actually exists and has existed all along, not externally in the form of Gods and Goddesses but within
us.
Magic is used as a means to explain the puzzling, peculiar and the inexplicable. As I sat and contemplated this I began to
wonder, have there been times in my life or in the lives of others where puzzling, peculiar and inexplicable things have
happened? Yes. Does that mean magic was involved? Fuck if I know but let's explore that shall we.
When I was a young and impressionable boy, there was another boy in my primary school class whom I liked a lot. Who
am I kidding, I loved him in a way that only a kid can. What kind of way is that you ask? The kind of way where you know
very little about the world at large and only have the feelings you experience to guide you between what feels right and
what does not. The feelings I had for him gave me the skills, in a very short space of time, to manipulate my environment in
order to spend time alone with him. Skills I needed to have and use because even though I did not know much about the
world, I knew that the way I felt about this boy would not be accepted and celebrated by others. These were skills I had
never thought about before.
The feelings I had for this boy made me brave, well traversing the line between bravery and stupidity. I magically became
an expert in art of story-telling, body language reading and maximising time all at a young age. I would skip or arrive late
for class and know what I needed to say to not get into trouble. I would know how to read the body language of teachers
and to search their eyes in order to know what moods they were in, what they believed, what they wanted to hear. I did all
of this simply because I wanted to spend a few more minutes talking to a boy I loved, to hug him for a minute longer or to
kiss him one more time. I did not know it at the time but I turned into a bit of a spy (kid).
Let us fast forward to a time when I was a little bit older and in love with Power Rangers. Yes you read right, the television
show Power Rangers, those Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. I will give you a brief moment to laugh it is alright, I am not
ashamed.
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Alright, let us continue. At an early age, I was very much aware that I was not like the other boys in my school (gosh how
cliché is that line). I was not naturally sporty. I was an academic over achiever (read: nerd) and chess and debate club
material (read: nerd with no actual friends). I was always indoors and as a result I found happiness in television. Enter
Power Rangers. Here were teenagers (with attitude) who were all shades, all friends with each other and super heroes that
somehow managed to balance school, family and saving the world. They were so cool and they were my friends and I
loved them. Every day after school I was there with them. When they took secret ranger calls, morphed behind garbage
bins (sounds kind of sexual doesn't it?) and saved innocent civilians from the scourge of some eccentric villain. I knew the
other kids thought I was weird and were laughing at me but I did not care. I was in love and nothing would tear me away
from them. I was strong, I was determined and I was confident. Watching that show and the love I had for it inspired me to

play outdoors, to jump and climb and to get a little more comfortable with my body which laid the foundation for that little
boy, who enjoyed his spare time indoors and alone, to transform into his high school squash champion and captain for two
years in a row, swim team captain in his final year and sporting house captain also in his final year.
Let us fast forward one last time. I am much older, twenty five and a contributing member of society. I am smarter, more
rational, more confident and in control of my life. Enter magic. There was a boy I was in love with and that love instantly
gave me the power to make myself invisible, to make myself smaller, to turn myself into whatever he needed. It was quite
incredible how fast and with such conviction I was able forget all that I knew about self-love and respect.
I am aware that I may not have used particularly grand examples (they were however grand to me at the time) and that
while reading these stories you probably thought, well that’s not love, that was infatuation or lust. Well I think you would be
right, but also wrong. As we get older we tend to look at love through the lenses of our many older lived experiences and
focus our gaze on the perfect all-encompassing love. We no longer see the many parts of love, as love. To put it simply, in
the Venn diagram of love some of the many circles it would include would be, infatuation, selflessness, self-love, caring,
friendship, intimacy, lust, commitment and right in the centre would be the purest, all-encompassing love. An overlap of
some of those circles constitutes a part of love and to think otherwise is to belittle the feelings and experiences of others.
Love is magic. It is the single, most powerful force in the universe. Seeing it in the world is great because the world can
use a lot more of it.
Love does not suck, you suck and so do I. Perhaps though we could all learn to suck with a little more kindness and
compassion.

Love Sucks! But not for the Reasons
You Think.
J. J. Thompson - Resident Writer

One of the most frustrating—and liberating—things about love is that it never wants to leave us alone.
Even in our deepest and earth-shattering heartbreaks there seems to be a constant need for human connection,
companionship and dare I say, love.
It was 2016 and I had recently come back from studying in the U.S. I’d been in a long distance relationship with a guy who
stayed in South Africa and we’d been seeing each other for two years when it began to look like I was going to stay in
South Africa more permanently. This, in my mind, was great for our relationship as the burden of a long distance love
silently weighed on both of us. But that’s the thing about love isn’t it? It makes you see the world in rose-coloured glasses.
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When ignored and taken-for-granted love’s gleam begins to wane and before you realize what is happening your boyfriend
of two years is taking shady phone calls from a “friend” in the evening while you sit next to him on the couch watching Will
and Grace. We all know how this story ends: you begin to see each other as cute furniture, you start hearing dubious
stories about your lover, you even go through his phone and that is where you find it: confirmation that the image you had
of him was just one of many that he displayed to the world. I had always imagined that what I had with this guy was beyond
desire and sexual attraction; that we saw in each other a way to explore and express our sexuality openly and honestly.
But, again, that’s the thing with love: it’s slippery and doesn’t play by any rules.

After we broke up I spent months trying to figure out what had gone wrong. Should I have tried harder? Should I have
nipped his infidelity in the bud before anything happened? Did it matter who was wrong and who was right at the end of it
all? I began to search for solace in other people, choosing to silence love’s call for reminiscing and contemplation by
shacking up with another guy. But love’s call is incessant, relentless even, and before I knew what was happening I felt an
emptiness that could only be described as lying to oneself about oneself.
Love sucks because it pushed me into a territory I was afraid to explore. It forced me to realize that whatever fulfillment I
was seeking—whether in memory or in other people— it could never be found until I began to understand more fully what
love had done and was doing to me. See, it wasn’t about what my ex had done or the lies that we undoubtedly told each
other throughout our relationship. It was about seeing what my experiences with him had given me, what skills and intuition
it had developed and where I could channel that energy. Loving my ex taught me that love sucks because it displaces the
self within another person. Love pushes and challenges you to accept that you are not the only person in your universe. It
leads you into a space where you can hate and love someone at the same time. What is that feeling of simultaneous love
and hate but an awareness of the sheer complexity of human emotion and the level of understanding and communication
we have to reach in order to love someone else in a true and honest way?
Love sucks because it makes us vulnerable, recruiting our imaginative faculties in its creative drive to build worlds of
connection. In the world of Trump where walls between people of different race, class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender,
religion etc. are being trumpeted as the only solution to our social problems, love asks a different question. It asks us to reevaluate our own individuality, to reach beyond our own ego and see the ex who cheated on you as just another messy
human being trying to figure out their place in the world. By reaching beyond our own ego and our own version of the world
maybe we’ll be able to build bridges instead of walls.
After realizing that love was calling me to a period of self-reflection and singlehood I began to understand the joy of my
own company. I had always been the kind of person to get into and out of relationships at a rather consistent speed. But
here was love offering me an alternative: a breather to reflect on myself and the person that heartbreak mixed with honesty
had begun to form. This journey was not without its own hiccups; not without those desperate lonely nights seeking
random conversations on Grindr to pass the time. Yet in the midst of my tumultuous relationship with Grindr I was
challenged—rather annoyingly—by love to make myself vulnerable once more for another person.
By this time I had developed a rather detached existence from people, able to go on dates without feeling anything for the
person sitting across from me. But I found this guy to be different. It’s a difference that I was skeptical about at first; one
that scares me and compels me at the same time. This difference—as I am coming to realize—is more about the journey I
have traveled in love to meet this guy and the places he has been in his heart to be ready to receive my love. I can’t say
that its destiny (simply because I’m too skeptical of a person to believe in such things) but I can say that the annoying thing
about love—its suckiest quality—is that it never seems to give up on us, even when we give up on it. It finds us on the
couch eating ice cream at midnight in front of endless Rom Coms and asks us to try again, to fail again, opening ourselves
up to the terrifying beauty of the unknown with another human being.
Love sucks because it’s a promise that is constantly broken and constantly fulfilled. Yet, despite its shiftiness, it’s a
painfully transformative magic that makes one want to believe in something higher than themselves.
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find an archive of all the preious QR editions so that you can spread the word, and the love. We cannot wait to hear more from you in the
year ahead. This is the final count down!

Love sucks in 4 parts
Jalynn Harris - Resident Writer
Photo by: Brianna Giarratano

-Now that we’re long distance can we make a plan to talk
each week?
- I’m busy.
-You don’t have a job— what’re you busy with?
(I give you the rest of my freelance work so you aren’t
broke)
Nothing for a week then,
- I like you but it’s hard for me to talk so much.
- Why’re you so ambivalent? So detached?
- I’m not. This is just so—
-It’s been 5 months and you can’t commit to a phone call?
We should just be friends.
Two more weeks pass.
(We go to the opera.)
-I still have love for you. You think we could get back
together?
You only message me when you want attention.
I leave you on read.
II.
Her lips plumped on gloss and heredity/ are fat on the
bottom/ fat on the top/ in between my tongue/ love is two
honeys one ton/ of thick lust each lip a thigh/ I do not sneak
a peek I suck/ I do not suck I flick/ I do not flick I bite I am
tongued/ between the pink inside her flavor/ approaching
purple space/ an astronaut on the Pussy Shuttle Endeavor
surveying galaxy/ for pleasure petrol and liquid made of
hydrogen and 2 parts /oxygen I need I can breathe in her
hood as helmet/ her planet is Z class/ the beginning of a
new syllabary/ the orthography leaking onomatopoeia—
sluuuuuuuurp!
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I.
If you’re reading this you’re probably an Aquarius. You
found this in a Whatsapp group you’re not a part of nor do
you
know anyone in. You added yourself. You read about
avocado toast on reddit. You read about Nutella toast on
Tumblr.
You’ve never tasted either. Though, you like to talk about
both. We used to date. Or so I think. I mean, I dated you.
Did you date me back? We were friends for 2 years before
I fingered you at the club. Your skirt was short and I was
wearing pants and 8 shots of brandy so I went for it. I
wanted to be inside. I asked you to be my girlfriend. And I
kissed you. And I fucked you.
You said,
-What if we aren’t compatible?
I said,
-I don’t know what that means we haven’t even tried yet.
You said,
- Let’s be girlfriends but not tell anybody. This my first.
- No rush. We can make space for it to become familiar.
2 months pass.
(I stay up late on the phone meditating with you.)
3 months pass.
(I pay for each meal we eat.)
(I write you a poem.)
After 4 months.
(I pay for every bankie)
Why does she just lay there while we have sex?
- I like you but this is all so much.
(I buy us tickets to the opera)
(I find you accommodation when your housing goes up.)
-How do you show love so I recognize it—so I can receive
it?
You say nothing. For a week. Almost two. Then on your
sister’s wedding day you Facetime me to show me how
cute you look.
I said,
- You’re beautiful. Look, I moved back home. I came out to
my mom. I want y’all to meet.
-It’s not really realistic for me to come see you for probably
the next 3 months.
(I write you another poem)
I should stop saying so much.

III.
So I’m 4. In the basement of the old house. My brother
Justin is playing with Best Friend Connor. Best Friend
Connor is either cute or white, (I’m not sure, I’m 4) but I am
in total like. Best Friend Connor, I say, or more ask. Yes,
he asks. I like you, I say at 4 braver than at 18 in Syed’s
room unable to say three words with the memory of Best
Friend Connor’s, I don’t feel the same and I wince when
Syed says, I don’t feel the same and Best Friend Megan
who’s not cute, who’s just white (I’m sure) and Syed sneak
off dating months without word to me who shouldn’t’ve
opened her mouth of feelings anyway.
IV.
You are a Black girl. In a room they call school. In America
they call home. They tell you about who you used to be. It’s
history you take it home & fill out the worksheet. The next
day you go to school. They show you a picture. You are a
little girl and there’s a little girl in the picture. She’s looking
up. She’s grinning. She’s next to a man. Who’s next to
men. They’re grinning. You follow their line of sight. It’s
you! In the middle. The big black dangling thing. Big as you
think you are; bigger than you will ever be. You are broken
in the middle. The rope is tight in the middle. You think no
no but what is that broken anatomy? You think no, I am a
little girl. So I must be the little girl. The one grinning. Or
maybe the broken neck is a crooked smile grinning so
white it’s black in the mouth. You think, or no, maybe your
mouth is a history written into like a worksheet and you
can’t possibly open it to ask why do they call this home? Or
maybe home is a history filled out with white teeth grinning
at you, you Black girlthing dangling, swelling bigger than
the rope they call America. You follow your line of sight and
it’s white. It’s teeth. It’s a little white girl grinning up at you
begging her father to pull the rope tighter. Break it again.
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Love and I
Zanta Nkumane - Resident Writer

I was in love once. My first love as some would call it, but before him I had known love - in the pages of my favourite
books, the voices of my most beloved singers and the soothing earth’s fragrance after the rain. Yet this was a different kind
of love, one I had never imagined I would experience for my attraction to men was still seeped in shame. And love in this
context was impossible.
He came to me hardened and traumatized by the world while I had been softened by words, a wild imagination and the
overcompensating love of my grandmother. I assumed, in my naivety, that in my arms he would find a salve from the
caustic world and I would find complete belonging. For a few months, it seemed this way - texts all day, unplanned lunches
on campus and lengthy phone calls before sleep took us. We continued this wetland of an interaction while avoiding the
question of what we were. Now I know that the truth of it all is the glaring fact that I was in a situationship. For years I
tortured myself for not seeing it for what it was, but I know that it doesn’t nullify the validity of what I felt – I loved him,
doubtlessly. This love fueled every thought, wet my every word. I built a shrine to this love and adorned it with every
moment spent with him. The walls fortified by my devotion & sheltered by the union of lips. I have ventured on to feel love
and reciprocation of it, yet that first love is hauntingly imprinted on me.
Eventually, the heart break stormed in and destroyed my shrine with a monstrous vengeance. It quaked the ground on
which I stood and placed my heart in my throat. I thought I would never breathe the same again. My pessimism towards
love and her other drugs was solidified from here on. The years that followed became a messy, empty attempt at love
because I had built the highest walls, placed dragons in front of those walls and dug a deep trench to make sure my heart
was protected. I was determined to never feel heartbreak again, so I strived to keep people out: friends and lovers alike.
I tried my damned hardest to make myself ugly, unattractive to all that came knocking. But they were relentless in their
pursuit of me. They told me I was beautiful and wanted to love me. Beauty and I were not of the same womb. I had aborted
the word from my world, so I refused to believe them. In this way, my own self-inflicted thoughts of rejection were
reinforced and the walls got higher and the dragons became murderous. I knew that my colourful exterior drew them in, but
the emotional debris within made them run.
Then this one came along. He, who had the voice of a god and sang the songs my body hadn’t danced to in years. He,
who saw the dragons and high walls but still climbed into me. He, who was the prototype. He, whose skin glowed like an
orange sunset and kept me warm in the winter. He, who stayed even when I showed him the worst version of myself. He,
who tasted like everything and nothing. I was unravelling and it was a wonder to me. By this point, I was different. I had
warred with love for so long that I let her win this time and I’m grateful I did. Days with him flew and I wanted the nights to
be forever. Our forever.
Yet this would not be.
But what he gave back to me was hope. Hope that love could be whole, reciprocated and possible. He gnawed at my
pessimism and reminded me like Maya Angelou says “Have enough courage to trust love one more time and always one
more time”.
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Always one more time.

Does Love Suck?
Revaan Raghununan

Before condemning love to the pits of what sexually unadventurous people consider a
mundane activity (we’re talking about sucking, of course), shouldn't we first argue what exactly
the complex chemical reaction of love stands for? Whatever your sexual preference - and more broadly - whatever you
choose to love, perhaps it’s important to ask yourself this pivotal question: Does love suck? Or does the meaning that we
give to love suck?
Think about your cheating ex for a second - yes, I know I’m asking for a lot. What happens when someone you considered
your dream-keeper breaks your heart? Love gets complicated right? I mean, this human being becomes your family, best
friend, unconditional love, and everything else that you’ve given deep meaning to! Somehow your entire life revolves
around them and it’s as if you couldn’t have possibly imagined life without them… So what do we do when this love is cut
out of your life? Does the definition of love change for us?
Firstly, when you’re done doing the Oprah cry and binging on chocolate biscuits - just know that you’re going to be just
fine. Life will go on - as it usually does, with thousands, if not millions more just like you in pursuit of love, while you are
devastated about your break-up, Cupid has moved onto their next match. So, whether you’re feeling pain, rage (no sweetie
put the keys down – you’ll end up in jail and the car didn’t do anything to you), anger, depression or even if you’re just
questioning why you’re not “the center of their universe”, hang onto your sass, put on that poker face and serve
confidence. I know that sucks but really it’s all part of love. Accepting love into your life doesn’t only mean holding hands at
dinner while you discuss your future, or cuddle just before you go to bed after you’ve kissed each other on the forehead,
it’s not even posting cute pictures on Instagram, it’s also the shitty parts too - something Walt Disney vastly under
exaggerated!
I know what you’re thinking; poor little blog-writing boy, what does he know about misery? Well, this may be hard to
believe, but heartbreak is pretty standard - you’re not the exception - you’re just as damaged as the next person, and if
they haven’t experienced this yet…give it time, that’s all!
Time heals all wounds, there are plenty of fish in the sea, and we learn as we grow and experience things like this. So,
instead of feeling sorry for yourself or jumping into a new relationship – PAUSE! - re-imagine love; no, not as a finite
emotion that exists only with your ex and at the best of times, but instead, imagine it as eternal. Love existing in many
forms; it is through our friends and family, and they break our hearts too, love is boundless and in facet of life – it has
touched everyone at some point or another, love never pauses to check whether you are ready, cupid is an impatient
nuisance and loves catching people off-guard. Either way, what we forget is those things that are most meaningful to us
are derived from love. Find love in what you consider to be your flaws – you’ll quickly realize that the greatest love you can
give to yourself and those around you is the already-abundant, full, vibrant, self-loving and whole being that you already
are, take a moment, let it sink in - that’s you, you are worthy, you are true love, you are worth a smile in the morning –
honey stop dressing up for other people, when you catch your own eye in the mirror before you head out in the morning
you’ve already kicked ass for the day. You begin to emanate positive energy which you sprinkle onto other people without
knowing when you own your strut and share your smile!
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You’ve given love a meaning of its own - and that meaning hasn’t worked out thus far, so stop condemning love to suck.
Suck what exactly? No-one knows. The love you share comes from every aspect of you - and at times it may have felt as if
it was all coming from the other person - but that’s the bullshit fairytales feed us – it’s all you boo. The reality of it all is that
love cannot be given to us in any form. Neither can security, self-worth, confidence, and everything else we crave because
love only emanates from us. If you’re finding it hard to accept how love really exists and still giving it a fairytale meaning,
then you’ll simply be filling a gap with a Chappie instead of using Polyfilla like you ought to.

Not to disregard the butterflies, or the feeling of making them smile, or the scent of their body on your bedsheets - but love
is much more beautiful than that, and if no one told you this already, all the love that you’ve ever had in your life was in you
all along! So now that you know that you have the power of knowledge, and know that you have no control over love
because it exists in everything, ask yourself again; does love suck, or just the meaning you’ve assigned it?
At the end of it all, no matter how many pieces your heart broke into when they left or how nauseated you felt when they
cheated/ how many times you’ve been rejected by a crush or how many winters you’ve wished to cuddle when you were
alone… craving love from others is natural, but you have all the love in the world inside of you. Learn instead to harness
that and offer that to the world, take moments between relationships to introspect and have a word with you before handing
over to your new dream-keeper, accept love in all facets; particularly within yourself. Love doesn’t suck - it’s just the
meaning that you give it that does. Believe in love; love colours our experiences; it makes the sun seem to shine brighter,
and the stars look like they’re twinkling more, it gives us courage and hope to give again, and hope to be loved in return.
Now remember –
You is kind.
You is smart.
You is important as all hell and don’t you ever forget it.
You is love!
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Photo by: GALA archives

Me, having casual sex
Jani van den Berg
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Cumming & Going / Love Sucks
Gen & Haley Respectively

We met
By the bar
On the dancefloor
In a lecture theatre
In the classroom
In a mall
On Tindr
On HER
On Insta
At my place
At your place
Around the corner
In the toilet
At an exhibition opening
At a friend’s birthday party
At my workplace
In a garden under the stars
We loved and lusted
laughed and wept
I left you
left

love sucks
on my nipples
my toes
and on my (larger than average) earlobes
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